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I. INTRODUCTION

The near anarchy of digital privacy governance has come to a halt. Data breaches and widespread privacy violations have shown that the current regulatory landscape does not adequately protect consumers. More recent scandals have increased public urgency to address this problem. Equifax’s 2017 data breach exposed 147 million Americans’ personal data.¹ These millions may suffer identity theft, economic harm, and the autonomy injury of having sensitive information made public without their consent. And from 2014 through the 2016 U.S. presidential election, Cambridge Analytica illicitly harvested over 87 million Facebook user profiles and used this data to influence voting behavior.²

---

* Harvard Law School, J.D. 2019. I would like to thank Professor Urs Gasser for advising me on this Note’s topic. I would also like to thank Alexandra Mushka and the other editors at the Harvard Journal of Law & Technology for all of their invaluable help in improving and publishing this Note.

Responding to these and many other privacy scandals, governments unveiled sweeping privacy regulations. Most notably in 2016, the European Union ("E.U.") approved the General Data Protection Regulation ("GDPR"), which fundamentally altered how companies can process an E.U. individual’s data. Two years later, California enacted the California Consumer Privacy Act ("CCPA"). Once in force, the CCPA will regulate most aspects of data privacy and processing. This contrasts sharply with the sectoral (and arguably deficient) federal privacy regime in the U.S. At the federal level, several legislators have introduced omnibus privacy bills of varying scope. Countless class action lawsuits have sought damages for privacy harms against this backdrop, but most have failed.

The U.S., E.U., and California’s disparate responses to privacy violations stem from difficulty in defining both privacy and its attendant harms. Privacy harms bridge the ethereal and the concrete, including both inherent privacy harms and concrete attendant harms arising from specific violations of individuals’ privacy. This duality hampers legislatures and courts ill-prepared to combat information-age injuries. This Note proposes an enforcement regime that reflects this ethereal-concrete divide. In whichever substantive regulatory scheme legislators enact, they should bifurcate privacy enforcement to reflect this divide. Specifically, an enforcement regime should (1) empower the federal government to litigate statutory damages for inherent privacy harms and (2) restrict private litigation to resolving only the attendant injuries that result from privacy violations. The government would distribute to affected consumers the statutory damages, which would differ according to each distinct type of data unlawfully disclosed and the context in which the data was disclosed. Together, these elements resemble the

---


5. See id.


8. See, e.g., Katz v. Pershing, LLC, 672 F.3d 64, 80 (1st Cir. 2012); see also Eric Goldman, The Irony of Privacy Class Action Litigation, 10 J. ON TELECOMM. & HIGH TECH. L. 309, 318 & n.47 (2012) (arguing that privacy class action suits frequently fail and often only enrich the plaintiffs’ lawyers).
Medicare Physician Fee Schedule’s (“MPFS”) structure. This granular, contextual approach aligns the penalties — and therefore compensation — with the privacy harm’s severity. To avoid double recovery, only concrete attendant injuries flowing from a privacy violation would merit private litigation. Part II addresses this regime’s theoretical and practical underpinnings. Part III details the regime’s structure and why stakeholders might ultimately support it. Part IV concludes.

II. THE REGIME’S THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL UNDERPINNINGS

Privacy has consistently eluded simple definition. Privacy’s attendant harms likewise strain against simple definition. Consequently, this Note does not fully define privacy harm and instead employs an instrumental framework. In particular, the regime bifurcates privacy enforcement. First, the government would enforce inherent privacy harms. Two complementary conceptualizations of privacy drive this prong’s structure, which adopts a modified fee schedule for disclosing different types of data. This approach parallels both privacy theory and the U.S. sectoral approach to regulating privacy. Second, this regime allows a private party to litigate attendant harms that stemmed from violating her privacy only. This Part first illustrates how conceptualizing privacy harm as inherent or attendant supports bifurcating enforcement. It then explores the U.S. sectoral approach through the lens of “contextual integrity.” This exploration illustrates


11. See, e.g., Daniel J. Solove, Conceptualizing Privacy, 90 CALIF. L. REV. 1087, 1099–1124 (2002) (exploring different conceptualizations of privacy and the harms against which they guard); cf. Remijas v. Neiman Marcus Grp., LLC, 794 F.3d 688, 695–97 (7th Cir. 2015) (recognizing the increased risk of identity theft as conferring standing but expressing doubt that loss of private information characterized by plaintiffs as an “intangible commodity” could support standing).


that sectoral privacy regulation implies that society values different data types differently. The penalties associated with these harms should vary accordingly.

**A. A Dichotomy of Privacy Harms**

This Note delineates privacy injuries into two distinct types: inherent privacy harms and attendant privacy harms arising from violations of one’s privacy. The latter embraces definition more readily than the former. An attendant harm maps onto traditional privacy-related torts. One example is when phishing scammers steal one’s identity or leak sensitive information damaging one’s reputation. These (often economic) harms surmount Article III standing’s hurdle relatively easily.\(^\text{14}\) They mirror the sort of harm that the Supreme Court requires under *Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins*.\(^\text{15}\) There, Spokeo, a people search engine, aggregated and disseminated partially inaccurate information about plaintiff Thomas Robins. Despite Spokeo arguably violating Robins’ inherent privacy, the Court dismissed the claim.\(^\text{16}\) Merely violating the Fair Credit Reporting Act did not confer standing.\(^\text{17}\) Instead, standing required a concrete harm.\(^\text{18}\) Similarly, courts have required manifest economic injury in many data breach class actions.\(^\text{19}\) For example, in *Resnick v. AvMed*,\(^\text{20}\) the court recognized the standing of data breach victims who suffered actual instances of identity theft.\(^\text{21}\) Some courts, however, have conferred standing for the mere potential for identity theft.\(^\text{22}\) While these decisions often still couch privacy harm in the lan-

---

14. *See, e.g.*, Remijas, 794 F.3d at 695–97 (concluding that data breach “injuries associated with resolving fraudulent charges and protecting oneself against future identity theft” conferred standing); Alleruzzo v. SuperValu, Inc. (*In re SuperValu, Inc.*, 870 F.3d 763, 771–72, 774 (8th Cir. 2017) (affirming dismissal of claims alleging risk of future identify theft but allowing claim alleging a fraudulent charge — i.e., present identity theft)).


16. *Id.* at 1549–50.

17. *Id.*

18. *Id.* (discussing how “concrete” can encompass both tangible or intangible injuries, including injuries Congress has “elevat[ed] to the status of legally cognizable injuries”); *see also* Remijas, 794 F.3d at 695 (refusing to confer standing for the “abstract injury” to the plaintiffs’ “intangible commodity of private information”).


20. 693 F.3d 1317 (11th Cir. 2012).

21. *Id.* at 1323.

22. *See, e.g.*, Krottner v. Starbucks Corp., 628 F.3d 1139, 1143 (9th Cir. 2010) (concluding that the “credible threat of real and immediate harm stemming from” a data breach sufficiently constitutes Article III standing injury-in-fact). *But see, e.g.*, Katz v. Pershing, LLC, 672 F.3d 64, 80 (1st Cir. 2012) (denying standing when the plaintiff alleged only an increased risk of a third party accessing information “unancho red to any actual incident of data breach”).
guage of pocketbook injuries, they recognize that violating one’s pri-
vacy and exposing one’s data harms the individual even if a data breach
does not manifest monetarily.

As these courts have begun to recognize, privacy harm exists be-
yond the purely economic. Inherent privacy harms have been charac-
terized in a variety of ways. First, they may intrude upon one’s
“inviolate personality.” Second, they may create a less favorable
“context for respect, love, friendship, and trust” to blossom. Third,
they may shrink one’s “realm of intimacy” — a space necessary for
forming and strengthening intimate relationships. Fourth, the harms
may violate the victim’s informational autonomy. Fifth, they might
just instill in the victim the disconcerting feeling of a complete stranger
ruffling through one’s once private information. Focusing on a data
breach’s economic harm, consequences, or even resulting emotional
distress fails to encapsulate privacy harm’s nature. Another category,
defined in this Note as an “inherent privacy harm,” must exist — even
if no one can agree on its definition.

This Note’s proposed incorporation of inherent privacy harm par-
tially mirrors Ryan Calo’s subjective-objective dichotomy. Calo
categorizes privacy harm in relation to its victim. Subjective harms
manifest within the victim and stem “from the perception of unwanted
observation.” This half of the privacy harm spectrum often inflicts
emotional discomfort or distress. Conversely, objective privacy harm
exists solely external to the victim. Calo predicates this harm on “the
forced or unanticipated use of information about a person against that
person.” This harm sweeps far more broadly than its counterpart.
Objective harms include any instance in which private information facili-
tates an adverse action or crime against its subject. Calo’s delineation
of privacy harms into distinct categories provides an effective tool to
examine privacy harms.

23. See Edward J. Bloustein, Privacy as an Aspect of Human Dignity: An Answser to Dean
26. See W. A. Parent, Privacy, Morality, and the Law, 12 PHIL. & PUB. AFF. 269, 269
(1983) (“Privacy is the condition of not having undocumented personal knowledge about one
possessed by others.”).
27. Cf. ANITA ALLEN, UNEASY ACCESS: PRIVACY FOR WOMEN IN A FREE SOCIETY 5
(1988) (“There is no universally accepted philosophical definition of ‘privacy.’”).
(2011).
29. Id. at 1142.
30. Id.
31. Id. at 1143.
32. Id.
33. See id.
34. See id. at 1153–54.
The regime proposed in this Note builds on Calo’s categoric approach but narrows his subjective harm category to harm inherent to violating one’s privacy. Where Calo’s dichotomy hinges on the harm’s relationship to the victim, this Note’s dichotomy looks to the nature of privacy itself. Where Calo might vary privacy harm and enforcement by person, this Note’s regime would not. Consequently, it diverges in two significant ways. First, the Note’s “inherent privacy harm” does not incorporate fraught emotional states or exacerbated data misuse fears. By defining inherent harms more narrowly than subjective ones, the Note does not use or view privacy as a means to an end. If privacy stands as a fundamental right in itself, then using privacy only to protect one’s emotional state degrades privacy’s inherent importance. Further, this Note’s definition avoids making harm relative to a victim’s emotional constitution.

Second, the Note’s inherent harm category is narrowed to a more universal, standardized harm. This would better allow courts to adjudicate large-scale privacy harms efficiently. If one viewed privacy harms subjectively, litigating a data breach would require analyzing every affected party’s emotional vulnerability and injury. Although courts could average amounts of harm or employ heuristics, this would un-tether their analyses from Calo’s “subjective harms.” This narrow category of harm inheres to the injury to privacy itself. Under this theory, one would remediate true emotional distress as a harm flowing from violations of one’s privacy. Consequently, an enforcement regime should explicitly redress violations of this inherent privacy right and compensate for objective harms flowing from the violation.\(^\text{35}\) A European trend towards increasing damages for dignitary privacy harms supports this. Specifically, the European Court of Human Rights has shifted its punitive approach towards levying greater and greater damages for non-pecuniary harm.\(^\text{36}\) These damages for non-pecuniary harm allow recovery for dignitary privacy harms, which closely mirror this Note’s “inherent privacy harms.” In order to give effect to its conception of inherent privacy harms, this Note proposes a system that centrally enforces statutory penalties for violating data privacy and curtails private litigation to attendant harms.

35. Cf. DesignerWare, LLC, 155 F.T.C. 421, 427 (2013) (alleging that tracking computer activity and visually monitoring individuals inflicted financial injury and “impair[ed] their peaceful enjoyment of their homes.”)

B. Privacy Harm Insights from the United States’ Sectoral Approach

The proposed regime also reflects the logical foundation — although not the implementation — of the sectoral approach to U.S. privacy law. The sectoral construction of U.S. privacy law connotes that privacy harm varies by the type and context of data disclosed. 37 Statutory penalties should similarly vary. Like the patchwork of sectoral U.S. federal privacy laws, this regime would modify damages by context. But unlike these laws, the regime would coordinate these penalties, cover the current system’s many gaps in regulation, and better align the damages with the harm caused — all within an omnibus regulatory approach.

The current U.S. legal framework illustrates how the Note’s regime embodies the logic of the sectoral approach that privacy harm varies by the type and context of data disclosed. Take for instance the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (“HIPAA”). HIPAA punishes any covered entity that knowingly discloses another person’s “individually identifiable health information.” 38 HIPAA enacts a strict data security and privacy regime around protected health information, but only addresses health information. In the educational context, the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (“FERPA”) restricts who may access a student’s educational records and gives a student the affirmative right to access a subset of those records. 39 FERPA may truly vindicate the student’s right to privacy by giving the student control over data access, not just protecting data. 40 But, the statute has limited effect beyond educational records. In a slightly different vein, the Fair Credit Reporting Act (“FCRA”) regulates the access to and accuracy of “consumer reports.” 41 Congress defined the term “consumer reports” broadly. FCRA therefore encompasses reports detailing a consumer’s credit, “general reputation,” “personal characteristics,” and a host of other factors related to evaluating a consumer’s credit — but not any information that does not fall within this definition. 42 In contrast to the preceding statutes which regulate specialized subject matter, the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (“COPPA”) erects privacy strictures based on the user’s nature. 43 Specifically, it regulates

37. See Schwartz, supra note 6, at 325–32 (describing the sectoral and federalist aspects of U.S. privacy regulation).
40. Cf. Adam D. Moore, Intangible Property: Privacy, Power, and Information Control, 35 Am. Phil. Q. 365, 372 (1998) (characterizing the right to privacy as “a right to maintain a certain level of control over the inner spheres of personal information”).
42. Id.
collecting and using data from children under the age of thirteen.\textsuperscript{44} On top of these statutes, a variety of statutes regulate how the government accesses, processes, and discloses personal data.\textsuperscript{45}

Further complicating this legal landscape, states have enacted additional sectoral privacy safeguards beyond the federal statutory floor.\textsuperscript{46} And while some state privacy laws merely strengthen federally protected sectors, others extend to entirely new contexts. For instance, most states require that companies timely disclose a data breach to affected individuals.\textsuperscript{47} Most states also prohibit “[i]ntentionally comm[unicat][ing] or otherwise mak[ing] available to the general public an individual’s social security number.”\textsuperscript{48} At least one court has interpreted this common statutory language to apply to data breaches. In \textit{Curry v. Schletter, Inc.},\textsuperscript{49} Schletter, a manufacturer, succumbed to a “W-2 phishing email scam.”\textsuperscript{50} An unauthorized third party mimicked the digital credentials of the manufacturer and emailed a Schletter employee to request employee W-2s.\textsuperscript{51} The employee complied.\textsuperscript{52} This disclosure resulted in third-party access to 200 employee W-2s, which included the employees’ social security numbers (“SSNs”).\textsuperscript{53} Although the Schletter employee did not intend to make the SSNs public, the court concluded that the employee intentionally sending the email brought the disclosure sufficiently within the ambit of North Carolina’s SSN disclosure prohibition to survive a motion to dismiss.\textsuperscript{54} If other courts follow this reasoning, state privacy law could more broadly regulate data breach and disclosure.

Assuming that a polity’s values and preferences influence how its government legislates,\textsuperscript{55} these statutes illustrate that the U.S. weighs certain types and contexts of information privacy more heavily than others. A sectoral approach to regulating privacy implies that the polity

\textsuperscript{44} Id.
\textsuperscript{46} Schwartz, supra note 6, at 325–27.
\textsuperscript{47} Id. at 327; see generally Philip Alexander, Data Breach Disclosure Laws (2d ed. 2009).
\textsuperscript{50} Id. at *1.
\textsuperscript{51} Id. at *6.
\textsuperscript{52} Id.
\textsuperscript{54} \textit{Curry}, 2018 WL 1472485, at *6–7.
\textsuperscript{55} Cf. Yehezkel Dror, Values and the Law, 17 Antioch Rev. 440, 440 (1957) (“[L]egal norms are closely related to various social values, being either a direct expression of them or serving them in a more indirect way.”). \textit{But see e.g.}, Robert Tollison, Public Choice and Legislation, 74 Va. L. Rev. 339, 341–44 (1988) (arguing that a “supply-demand process” between politicians and interest groups determines legislative outcomes).
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more highly values privacy interests within the sectors regulated than outside of them. Accordingly, this relative valuation differentiates the privacy harms inhering in different sectors. This parallels the theory of privacy as “contextual integrity.”

Helen Nissenbaum defines privacy using norms governing information flow in various social contexts. Because the type of social interaction dictates what information one may appropriately disclose and how one may distribute it, breaching these norms inflicts a privacy harm. Privacy harm therefore varies by the type of data unlawfully disclosed. Accordingly, a new privacy enforcement regime should vary its penalties commensurate to these differing, underlying privacy harms.

III. PROPOSING A NEW REGIME

A new regime should address both the dichotomy of inherent and attendant privacy harms — the former being best described in relation to informational autonomy or “inviolate personality,” and the latter being the more concrete harms that result from a privacy violation, like economic injury — as well as the contextual variations of the inherent privacy harms. Although this Note’s scope does not encompass drafting of the full statutory language or fee schedule, this Part overviews the proposed enforcement regime. The first Section details the elements of the regime itself. The second Section then explores the practical benefits of implementing the regime and argues why industry and consumers might support it.

A. The Regime Itself

The regime should bifurcate enforcement by (1) empowering the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) to seek statutory damages for inherent privacy harms and (2) allowing private individuals to seek attendant damages. After obtaining statutory damages for an unlawful

57. Id. at 137.
58. Id. at 138–45.
data disclosure, the FTC would then distribute them to the victims of the disclosure. This centralized remedial mechanism would obviate the need for most private class-action suits. One could litigate privately only to recover actual, attendant damages flowing from unlawful disclosure of one’s data. This regime also slots into other potential data security regimes. For instance, Congress could adopt a reasonable data security standard that creates a safe harbor from this penalty schedule.60 Or Congress could employ this regime to incentivize data brokers to act as “information fiduciaries.”61 Under this option, a firm that voluntarily adopted the information fiduciary model could escape, or mitigate, the regime’s penalties.62 Finally, this regime could stand alone and incorporate either a negligence or strict liability standard.

Substantive rules aside, the new statutory regime would also preempt state law. Although state laws merely prohibit eschewing or delaying notice to breach victims63 and intentionally publicizing SSNs,64 preemption could invalidate elements of future state regulation. The CCPA illustrates this issue. It bestows a private right of action upon any individual who suffers “unauthorized access and exfiltration, theft, or disclosure” of their data if it stemmed from a business lacking “reasonable security procedures.”65 Private litigants seeking state law statutory damages for the same inherent privacy harms subject to federal enforcement would needlessly complicate the system, doubly punish companies in California (and any other states adopting CCPA analogs), and increase litigation transaction costs.

This preemption would narrow the scope of private suits. That is, it would preclude privately litigating a claim if it encroached on the regime. But the proposal would still allow privately seeking damages for injuries not inherent to privacy harm. Privacy injuries extending beyond a data breach’s inherent privacy harm would survive. For instance, if a party disseminated sensitive information that caused a reputational harm, the victim could sue for public disclosure of private

---

61. Jack M. Balkin, Information Fiduciaries and the First Amendment, 49 U.C.D. L. REV. 1183, 1221–29 (2016) (arguing that the law should create or encourage a fiduciary relationship between a company possessing consumer data and that consumer). Under this regime, a firm that adopted the information fiduciary model could escape or mitigate punishment. Id.
62. See id. at 1229 (noting that safe harbors could encourage adopting the information fiduciary model).
63. E.g., WASH. REV. CODE ANN. § 19.255.010 (West 2019).
64. E.g., N.J. STAT. ANN. § 56:8-164 (West 2019).
facts. Additionally, if the party distorted the information, the victim could sue for defamation. And if a breach clearly resulted in economic harm via identity theft, the resulting private action would survive preemption. Under the model, a private action that did not reference an inherent privacy harm would fail.

The proposed penalty scheme of the regime’s government enforcement is more precise than the flat fines or discretionary ranges common to most statutory damages. For example, the CCPA establishes a statutory penalty of up to “seven thousand five hundred dollars ($7,500) for each intentional violation” but does not provide any criteria for setting individual penalties. In contrast, the regime would employ a fee schedule coupled with context-based modifiers. This aligns the statutory damages with the actual, inherent privacy injury that a victim of an unlawful data disclosure experiences.

First, the regime assigns different statutory penalties to different types of data. Just as the privacy harm of disclosing one’s SSN or medical conditions likely eclipses that of disseminating one’s online shopping history, so too would the regime penalize disclosing the former data more severely than disclosing the latter. This categorization of penalties into tiers also aligns the system with how technology firms monetize data. Data brokers aggregate different types of data into packages to be sold at different prices. Analogously pricing the penalties for disclosing this data therefore imposes a fitting, proportionate justice.

Second, the regime modifies the penalty in certain data contexts. This transformation better maps the statutory penalties to the actual privacy harm that the disclosure inflicts. For instance, taking into account the importance of children’s privacy as illustrated by COPPA, the regime could increase the penalty associated with a parent’s breached data if the breach also included information about their child. If disclosing a parent’s information makes their child’s data more identifiable and more manipulatable, the privacy harm inflicted upon both the parent and child might exceed the sum of the individual privacy harm’s parts. These modifiers could extend beyond the obvious health, educa-

---


67. *Cf.* Solove, supra note 10, at 549–50 (linking the defamation cause of action to reputational harms flowing from distorting private information).

68. The California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018, CAL. CIV. CODE § 1798.155(b) (West 2019).

69. See supra Part II.

tion, family, and financial contexts. Third parties can abstract new, sensitive, and seemingly-unrelated information from existing personal data via profiling. These techniques potentiate a disclosure’s privacy harm far beyond the sum of the harm of disclosing the independent data separately. Take the popularly reported story in which Target’s data profiling programs predicted a high school student’s pregnancy before she had informed her father. Using only the student’s buying habits and a statistical analysis of previous shoppers, Target predicted the student’s pregnancy. The media focused on the power of corporate commercial profiling and the story’s personal aspects: Target mails baby-related coupons to a high school student. The father angrily confronts a store manager over sending these coupons to his ostensibly non-pregnant daughter. The daughter reveals her pregnancy to her father. The father sheepishly apologizes to Target. But this scenario illuminates a data breach’s more nuanced risk. By applying machine learning and statistical methods to seemingly innocuous but illicitly obtained data, bad actors could extrapolate far more sensitive and damaging information. The regime’s contextual modifiers would therefore incorporate profiling’s transformative effect when increasing fines for disclosing combinations of certain data. Although an exhaustive list of contextual modifiers exceeds the scope of this Note, potential modifiers include:

1. The data’s informational context (e.g., healthcare, credit reporting);
2. The amount of data disclosed (if the disclosure’s harm increases cumulatively or exponentially);
3. The identity of the party who now possesses the information (if known);
4. The remedial measures taken by the culpable party (if any);

71. See Francesca Bosco et al., Profiling Technologies and Fundamental Rights: An Introduction, in PROFILING TECHNOLOGIES IN PRACTICE 5, 13 (Niklas Creemers et al. eds., 2015) (arguing that profiling can synthesize sensitive data about an individual from combinations of anonymized data).
73. Id.
74. Id.
75. Id.
76. Id.
77. Id.
78. See Bosco et al., supra note 71, at 13.
79. Beyond just the potential for economic harm, this factor reflects by what degree the disclosure violates norms of distribution. See Nissenbaum, supra note 13, at 140–43.
The affected party’s explicit consent or nonconsent to their data processing;

The degree of the data’s anonymity; and

The presence of safeguards against reidentification.80

By assigning penalties to discrete data types and modifying them in different contexts, this system expands upon the explicit and implicit data breach tiers found in current laws. For example, HIPAA’s unlawful disclosure penalties vary according to a violator’s culpability and actions.81 And, by regulating privacy sectorally, the U.S. regime implicitly assigns different penalties for disclosing different types of data in different contexts.82 Finally, beyond these civil penalty analogs, renumeration frameworks—particularly physician fee schedules—inform the proposal. The MPFS assigns maximum prices (i.e., reimbursement limits) to discrete medical services.83 Then, depending on the presence of certain contextual factors or circumstances, it applies modifiers. For instance, if a physician performs a surgery bilaterally,84 she applies modifier 50.85 This modifier increases the performed surgery’s price by 150%, which reflects the increased cost and effort of a bilateral procedure.86 But if a surgical assistant performed a certain procedure, she would apply modifier 80, which reduces the procedure’s price by eighty-four percent.87 This incorporates the lower relative cost of an assistant.88 By applying these modifiers to the fee schedule, the MPFS harmonizes physician reimbursement with a procedure’s cost and value. The proposed regime parallels the MPFS’s attempt at greater monetary precision. It just does so punitively.

80. For example, employing differential privacy methods. See generally Kobbi Nissim et al., Bridging the Gap Between Computer Science and Legal Approaches to Privacy, 31 HARV. J.L. & TECH. 687, 714–18 (2018).


82. But the current U.S. regime fails both in its breadth and its depth: Federal law only covers a few key sectors while leaving most consumer data unregulated. And these sectoral laws fail to capture the complexity of different data’s potential privacy harm and adequately compensate victims from unlawful disclosure. See supra Section II.B.


86. See id.

87. See id.; see also Modifier 80, NORIDIAN, https://med.noridianmedicare.com/web/jeb/topics/modifiers/80 [https://perma.cc/4U48-9VH9].

B. Why Industry and Consumers Might Accept the Regime

Businesses and consumers would likely, and loudly, object to this regime—at least initially. Businesses might balk at the regime’s punitive nature. Consumers might lament losing their private right of action—and through it, their autonomy. But this regime benefits both data-storing businesses and consumers. This Section details the elements of the regime that might induce industry and consumers to support it: state law preemption, reduced private litigation (and corresponding costs), and better vindication of consumer rights.

1. State Law Preemption

First, the regime preempts state law to create one national privacy regime. To industry’s dismay, the patchwork of state privacy regulations complicates compliance and allows states to regulate more aggressively than they would under a national regime. For example, the CCPA, although arguably less aggressive than the GDPR, regulates and penalizes data processors far more aggressively than many federal proposals. As compared to other more prescriptive federal regimes, this proposal would satisfy industry’s stated interests in preemption and consistency.

2. Reduced Private Litigation and Transaction Costs

Second, by limiting private suits to direct economic harms—i.e. attendant harms—flowing from the disclosure the regime would


lessen the frequency of private litigation. This diminution would reduce industry’s litigation and legal transaction costs. Industry has unsuccessfully lobbied Congress to eliminate the private right altogether, so a centralized enforcement regime with a substantially reduced private right might prove an acceptable compromise. The regime would occupy a middle-ground between omnibus privacy regimes (like the CCPA and GDPR) and many federal sectoral privacy statutes. The former confers expansive private rights of action to data subject; the latter often does not confer private rights at all. This litigative compromise would satisfy many industry preferences while still deterring and compensating for privacy harms. And businesses could more easily predict their data breach liability as well. By applying the penalty fee schedule to its existing trove of consumer data, a data processor could easily calculate its total data breach liability — before a breach even occurs. Computing enforcement liability ex ante allows businesses to price privacy into their services or insure against privacy risk. This ex ante approach would benefit both government and industry. For instance, economic research shows that ex ante regulation, like corrective taxes, often induces myopic producers to invest optimally. Somewhat analogously, Miriam Baer argues that levying a corrective tax on police violating the Fourth Amendment incentivizes police to engage in less risky behavior and alleviate constitutional issues. She proposes a fee schedule that assigns a price to each violation relative to its risk. Here, the regime proposed in this Note provides comparable ex ante regulation that, if priced correctly, would induce data security measures congruent with the full impact of a data breach, rather than merely the variable, remote costs of settling a class action.

Commentators have argued that major privacy violators, like Facebook, merely incorporate privacy fines into the cost of their service

93. See McQuinn & Castro, supra note 91, at 61.
94. See, e.g., Data Breach Legislation Hearing, supra note 92, at 35 (requesting, on behalf of Retail Industry Leaders Association, that Congress not authorize any private right of action in any potential civil data breach penalty legislation); id. at 39–40 (requesting the same on behalf of data processing firm Axio); id. at 30 (requesting, on behalf of 2,200 technology firms, that Congress ban private rights of action for data breach notification laws).
95. See McQuinn & Castro, supra note 91, at 61.
96. See generally David J. Baldwin et al., Insuring Against Privacy Claims Following a Data Breach, 122 Penn. St. L. Rev. 683 (2018) (discussing the market for cyber and data breach insurance policies).
99. Id. at 1139.
100. Cf. Galle, supra note 97. Even if ex ante liability would not placate overregulation concerns, Congress could tailor the onus of substantive data security, liability, or fiduciary standards accordingly. This Note’s regime forms only a piece of the regulatory puzzle. Other mitigating prescriptive measures could offset the regime’s punitive nature.
without improving consumer privacy protections. That major privacy violators might see these fines as a cost of doing business does not vitiate this regime. First, this argument partially clashes with economic theory: Facebook, as a monopolist, will set its prices at the optimal profit-seeking level, so accounting for these fines would substantially reduce data sales. Second, higher fines — ones much higher than the cost of adopting good data policies — might deter these companies’ violative conduct. Congress, or the FTC, could simply set this regime’s penalties at levels sufficient to deter bad behavior — including modifying the penalty based on the culpable party’s revenue. Third, the regime’s focus on enforcement allows it to slot into a more substantive data security and privacy framework. If this regime alone fails to induce better data privacy practices, Congress could couple the regime with substantive data privacy practices or criminal penalties. Finally, inducing better practices among data monopolists, like Facebook and Google, may also require antitrust solutions beyond the scope of this Note.

---

103. See Guido Calabresi, Some Thoughts on Risk Distribution and the Law of Torts, 70 YALE L.J. 499, 524–25 (1961) (arguing the same but with respect to tort damages).
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3. Better Vindication of Consumer Rights

Unconvinced by the regime centrally enforcing their rights, consumers might object that the narrowed private right of action unfairly diminishes their autonomy. But this objection presupposes that private data breach litigation actually remedies privacy harms, compensates victims, and validates consumer autonomy. Currently, circuit splits and uncertain outcomes hinder the industry from calculating costs and therefore investing in data security. And as Eric Goldman notes, class action suits often enrich the plaintiffs’ bar and class representatives, but deprive the remaining plaintiffs of compensation. This compensatory failing aside, Goldman argues, privacy class action suits fail to validate plaintiffs’ autonomy. The control and choice of how a suit proceeds often lies overwhelmingly with the lawyers. Despite autonomy dominating privacy theory, privacy class actions may not actually enhance consumer autonomy. Although the Note’s regime also deprives data breach victims of direct control, it at least empowers the FTC — ostensibly an agency democratically accountable to victims — to obtain meaningful compensation for victims and vindicate their rights. And by associating specific costs with unlawfully disclosing data, the proposed regime should induce cost-effective data security measures commensurate with the expected value of a breach’s penalties. Consumers may therefore accept a nominal autonomy loss for a real improvement in outcomes.
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IV. CONCLUSION

Disclosing private data inflicts two distinct classes of injury: inherent privacy harm and attendant privacy harm flowing from violating one’s privacy. Within the former, the type and context of data disclosed dictate the harm’s severity. Privacy legislation should address these nuances of privacy harm. This Note proposes a bifurcated enforcement regime that does just that. It suggests that Congress empower the FTC to enforce statutory privacy penalties that reflect the type of data that is unlawfully disclosed and the context of its disclosure. This penalty and modifier schedule would parallel the MPFS. The government would then distribute the proceeds to a disclosure’s victims. The regime would then narrow a consumer’s right of private action to encompass injuries flowing from violating one’s privacy. Once incorporated into a prescriptive framework, this regime would tailor punishment and victim compensation to the actual harm of violating one’s privacy.